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Abstract
Hypsometry is the distribution of horizontal surface area with respect to elevation.
Recent observations of tidal flat morphology have correlated convex hypsometry
with large tide ranges, long-term accretion and/or low wave activity. Concave
hypsometry, in turn, has been correlated with small tide ranges, long-term erosion
and/or high wave activity. The present study demonstratesthat this empirical
variation in tidal flat hypsometryis consistentwith a simple morphodynamicmodel
which assumestidal flats to be at equilibriumif maximum bottom shearstress('c) is
spatially uniform. Two general casesare considered:(i) dominanceof 'c by tidal
currents,where 'c is equal to maximum tidally-generatedshear stress('CT), and (ii)
dominance by wind waves, where 'c is equal to maximum wave-generated shear
stress('Cw). Analytic solutionsindicate that a tidal flat which slopeslinearly away
from a straightshorelinedoesnot producea uniform distributionof '!7
T or '!;W. If the
profile is adjusteduntil either '!7
T or '!;w is uniform, then domination by tidal currents
favors a convex hypsometry, and domination by wind waves favors a concave
hypsometry. Equilibrium profiles are also derived for curved shorelines. Results
indicate that an embayed shoreline significantly enhances convexity and a lobate
shoreline significantly enhancesconcavity
so much so that the potential effect of
shoreline curvature on equilibrium hypsometry is of the same order as the effect of
domination by '!7
T or '!7
W.

Mixing in EstuariesandCoastalSeas
CoastalandEstuarineStudiesVolume50, Pages405-429
Copyright1996by theAmericanGeophysical
Union
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Introduction
More than half of the world's non-Arctic coastlinesare either macrotidal (spring
range > 4 m) or mesotidal (spring range 2-4 m) (Davies, 1973). The study of
equilibrium tidal flat morphologyprovides insight into the responseof meso- and
macrotidalcoastlinesto suchexternal forcingsas engineeringworks, periodic storm
activity, and changesin relative sea level. Hypsometry,which measurescumulative
horizontalbasin area as a function of elevation,usefully representsbroad aspectsof
tidal flat morphologyin a conciseand quantitativemanner (e.g., Boon and Byrne,
1981). Recent observations (Dieckmann et al., 1987; Kirby, 1992) relating
characteristictidal flat hypsometriesto tide range, wind wave activity, and longterm accretion or erosionprovide a base of empirical data with which to compare
equilibriumhypsometriespredictedby analytic theory.
Hypsometricanalysis,which was formally introducedto geomorphologyby Strahler
(1952), is the study of the distributionof surfacearea of a land mass or basin with
respectto elevation. Hypsometriesare often presentedas non-dimensionalplots of
relative elevation and relative surface area, allowing a comparisonof hypsometry
between systemshaving different scales. Strahler found distinctivehypsometriesto
be related to the erosionalmaturity of land regions formed in homogeneousstrata.
Boon (1975) and Boon and Byrne (1981) applied hypsometricanalysisto the study
of intertidal basins and used the hypsometryof intertidal storage areas to model
patternsof asynunetricdischargein tidal channelsnear Wachapreague,Virginia.

Figure 1, modified from Boon and Byrne (1981), shows examples of basin
morphologiesand their associatedhypsometries. In Figure 1 and throughoutthis
paper, hypsometricplots display the cumulativehorizontalbasin area below a given
contour. It is importantto distinguishthe hypsometryfrom the topographicprofile,
which is a plot of elevation versus horizontal distance along the gradient of the
topography. In Figure 1, for example, all three topographieshave linear profiles.
Along a straight shoreline (Figure la) the profile and hypsometry are
interchangeable. Along curved shorelines,however, the nonlinear transformation
from profile to hypsometrycausesa linear profile to producea nonlinearhypsometry.
If the profile is straight and the shoreline is embayed (Figure lb), then the
hypsometry will be convex. If the profile is straight and the shoreline is lobate
(Figure lc), then the hypsometry will be concave. Boon and Byrne (1981)
emphasizedthe sensitivityof tidal flat hypsometryto shorelinecurvature.
Recent observationsof tidal flat hypsometryhave related the form of the hypsometry
to other factorsincludingtidal range,exposureto wind wave activity and patternsof
long-termaccretionor erosion. In a studyof tidal basinsalong the GermanBight,
Dieckmann et al. (1987) noted that hypsometriestend to be more concavefor lower

tidal rangeflats and more convexfor highertidal rangeflats (Figure2a). In a study
of macrotidal(springrange> 4 m) flats aroundGreat Britain, Kirby (1992) related
convexityto long-termaccretionand concavityto long-termerosion(Figure 2b). At
a few of the locations,Kirby in turn relatedaccretionor erosionto protectionfrom
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Figure 1. Block diagrams of topographieswith linear profiles, along with their associated
hypsometries(modified from Boon and Byrne, 1981): (a) Straight shoreline, (b) embayed
shoreline,(c) lobate shoreline. h is elevation, hm is maximum elevation, A is horizontal area,
andAm is maximum area.

exposureto wind waves. Figure 2b displays the examples of concave and convex
hypsometriesobservedby Kirby along the Severn Estuary. Finally, in a study of
sedimentexchangeoff the wide macrotidal flats of western Korea, Wells and Park
(1992) described a periodic increase in concavity associated with a seasonal
increasein wave activity.
The hypsometrictrends describedabove can be summarizedby a qualitative ratio
which indicatesthe relative importanceof tidal currentsand wind waves:

ratio
oftidal
towave
activity.
high
-->CONVEX
hypsometry
low --> CONCAVE
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This correlation is consistentwith observationsfrom the German Bight if spatial
variations in tidal range are assumedto be locally more important than spatial
variationsin wave activity. The same trend describessome of the flats in Great
Britain if local variationsin wave activity dominatevariationsin tidal activity. The
ratio describesKorean flats, too, if temporal(ratherthan spatial)variationsin wave
activity are assumedto be most important.
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Figure2. Hypsometries
for tidalflats in (a) the GermanBight (fromDieckmannet al., 1987)
and (b) the SevernEstuary(redrawnfrom Kirby, 1992). MTR is meantide range,MHW and
MLW are mean high and mean low
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Morphodynamic
Model
In this studyit is assumedthat a stablemorphologywill result when the distribution
of maximum bottom shear stress ('c) is uniform across a tidal flat.

This is a

simplificationof the more correct formulationthat stable morphologyresults when
there is a zero divergencein net sedimenttransport. Since common formulationsfor
erosion,depositionand net transportare generally expressedas functions of bottom
shear stress,often in the form of power relations (e.g., Dyer, 1986), the spatial
distributionof bottom shear stressis a useful starting point before attempting to
estimate sediment transport directly. Bottom shear stress can be derived from
hydrodynamicrelationsmore directly and with a greaterdegreeof confidence.
A deviation

of 'c from its mean value across a flat is assumed to cause a local

increase or decreasein the rate of sedimentdispersal and to cause net erosion or
depositionof sediment. This approachfocuseson the diffusive nature of sediment
transport and does not addressthe importance of asymmetriesin the direction of
bottom shear stress. The tidal and wind wave processes considered here are
linearized so no asymmetriesin direction of 'c are generated. Clearly, asymmetries
in 'c can play a morphodynamicrole. For example,Friedrichset al. (1992) suggested
that sheet-like intertidal flows tend to be flood dominant, which should enhance

deposition. Nonetheless,if 'c is consideredto be symmetricalat first-order, then the
spatial distribution of its magnitudealone should provide valuable insight into the
morphology of stable tidal flats.
For tides in the absence of wind waves or for wind waves in the absence of tides, 'c

has been expressedas

'g = p CdU IUI,

(1)

where @ is the fluid density, Cd is a dimensionlessdrag coefficient, and U is
maximum depth-averagedvelocity during a complete wave or tidal period. The
shallow-water approximation allows the decay of wave velocity with depth to be
neglected. Bottom stressgiven by (1) is assumedto be dominatedeffectively by
either waves or currents. Otherwise, wave-currentinteraction may play a role in
determiningthe net stressfield (e.g., Grant and Madsen, 1979). In this study,it is also
assumedthat p and Cd are constantin space. Under these conditions, uniform 'c
becomesequivalent to uniform U, and equilibrium morphologiescan be defined by
either 'c or U.

Scalingof Problem:Southwest
Coastof Korea
Before beginninga formal derivation of equilibrium hypsometry,it is useful to scale
the problem in order to assessits applicability to real tidal flats. The tidal flats
along the southwestcoastof Korea (Wells et el., 1990; Alexanderet el., 1991; Wells
and Park, 1992) are chosenas a field example becauseof their open form and
homogeneouscomposition, attributes which make them particularly amenable to
first-order analytic modeling. Unlike many tidal flats bordering the North Sea,
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Korean fiats lack extensive dendritic drainage systems, seaward barriers and
landward salt marshes (Alexander et al., 1991). The Korean intertidal sedimentsare

predominantlypoorly sortedmud, whereassedimentson flats in the North Sea often
showa more well-definedshore-parallel
gradationfrom mud to sand(Klein, 1985).
Along the southwestcoastof Korea the meantide rangeis aboutsix metersand tidal
flats extend locally more than 20 km out from the coast, although a more typical

shore-normalfiat length is about 5 km (Alexanderet al., 1991; Wells and Park,
1992). During calm summer weather, tidal currents are presumedto dominate
bottom shear stressacross the flats. Assuming a sinusoidal particle excursion,
maximum tidal current speedis given by UT = •L/T, where L is the horizontal
distancefrom the low to high water line, and T is the tidal period. A semi-diurnal

periodthengivesUT = 35 cms-1, whichis sufficient
to mobilizeunconsolidated
sediment.Wellset al. (1990)measured
maximum
currentspeeds
of ~ 40 cm s-1
across Korean tidal flats, consistent with the above estimate.

During the winter monsoon,Korean flats are exposedto intervals of large ocean
swell (Wells and Park, 1992), and wave-generated shear stress is presumed to
dominate. The amplitude of orbital velocity for a shallow water wave is given by
linear theory to be

1/2
Uw= H (gh)
,

(2)

whereH is waveheight,h is still waterdepthand g is the acceleration
of gravity. At
high fide, a swell of H = 2 m at the seawardedgeof the flat (whereh -- 6 m) gives

Uw = 120cms'1. Sincex ~ U2, shearstress
generated
by swellwill be an orderof
magnitudelarger than that generatedby UT, and Uw will effectively dominatethe
net field. Since maximum shearstressgeneratedby waves (Xw) has the potentialto
be muchgreaterthanmaximumshearstressgeneratedby tides ('1;
T), one might expect
a seasonaltransitionfromfide-to wave-dominatedhypsometryto be largely erosional,
and a transitionfrom wave- to tide-dominatedhypsometryto be largely depositional.
In the following sections,U is used as a proxy for x in deriving equilibrium flat
morphologies. Under tidal currents,conservationof mass is used to determinethe
distributionof UT, whereas under wind waves, conservationof energy is used to
determinethe distributionof Uw. In each section,U is fffst solvedfor a flat sloping
linearly away from a straightshoreline. Profilesand hypsometrieswhich result in a
uniform distributionof U at equilibriumare then derivedfor both straightand curved
shorelines. The uniquenessof the resulting equilibrium profiles and hypsometries
will not be proven. The goal here is merely a descriptionof simpleprofile forms
acrosswhich UT and XT are constantin space.

Tidal Currents
If the tidal excursionover the fiat is much shorterthan the tidal wave length, then it
is reasonableto assumetidal elevation(xi) pumpsup and down uniformly acrossthe
tidal fiat. Phase lags generated by momentum can contribute to
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asymmetriesover tidal flats (Friedrichset al., 1992). However a kinematicapproach
is useful at first order when examining only the magnitudeof tidal velocity. In the
past, kinematic approacheshave been used successfullyin the study of velocity
distributionsalong short channelsin tidal marshes(Boon, 1975; Pethick, 1980).
The governing equation applied to tidal currents in the absenceof wind waves is
simply conservationof mass:

dt +•• {h
(x't)Um(X'0
dq(t)
}= 0,

(3)

where h is local depth,and UT is tidal velocity. Equation(3) also assumestidal flow
to be entirely one-dimensional,neglecting the role played by intertidal channels in
concentratingthe flow of water acrossthe flats. Nonetheless,flow over tidal flats is
often sheet-like, especially during the flood, even in the presence of intertidal
channels(Wells and Park, 1992). Althoughone-dimensional,(3) doesnot require
tidal currentsto be perpendicularto the contours. Equation(3) only requirescurrents
to flow at a constantangle to the bathymetry.
Integrating(3) to solvefor UT gives

uT(x,0
=xf
(t)-xddt'
q(t)
h(x,t)

(4)

where xf(t) is the boundarybetweenthe wetted and exposedportionsof the flat,
hereafter termed the tidal front (Figure 3). Channel depth is defined in terms of its
time and space-dependent
components:
h(x,t) = q(t) -

Z(x),

(5)

where Z(x) is the local elevationof the tidal flat profile. Equations(4) and (5) hold
for any flat lacking along-shorevariations. If q(t) and Z(x) are specified, then
h(x,t), xf(0 may be calculated,and a solutionfor UT may be foundfrom (4). Finally
UT(X) is definedas the maximumvaluereachedby UT at eachpoint in x during the
tidal cycle.
x=L

rl(t)=as•Cot
. I . •. •.I•
Z--0

' - 17x>

.....

z=

,,
i
x=0

x

i
x = xf (t)

Figure 3. Schematicside view of a linearly slopingflat along a straightshorelinewhich is
dominatedby tidal currents. h is tidal elevation,h is local depth,xf is the positionof the tidal
front, Z is the elevationof the
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StraightShoreline,Linear Profile
Figure3 displaysa linearlyslopingtidal flat with a distanceL from the low to high
water line. The tidal flat profile is given by
Z(x) = a (2x/L- 1),

(6)

where x = 0 at the low water line, and Z = 0 at x = L/2. For a linear flat, evaluation

of (4) is particularlystraightforward.If the gradientof the flat is constant,then (xfx)/h = L/2a, and, with rl = a sin •ot,

UT(0
= •-• cos•0t
= •-

1-

.

(7)

From (7) it is clear that maximumtidal velocitywill occurwhen rl 2 is at a
minimum.Forx < L/2, rl2 is at a minimum
whenrl = 0. Thus
UT - L•o/2 for x < L/2,

(8)

and maximum tidal velocity occurs at mid-tide. For x > L/2, however, the smallest
value of rl which maintainswater at x is (asymptotically)•! = Z. So,

UT(X)=
• 1-z(x):
a2J
/

= L•o .

for x > L/2,

(9)

and maximum tidal velocity occursat the tidal front. Thus (9) may be alternately
expressedfor x > L/2 as

dxf

UT(x)= dt whenx=xf>L/2.

(10)

Note that (g) - (9) indicatethat UT is independent
of tidal amplitude.
Figure4 showsUT/UT0 as a functionof x/L acrossa linearlyslopingfiat, whereUT0
= UT(X=0). For x/L < 1/2, UT is constant,suggestingthat (in the absenceof wind
waves) a linear profile is at morphologicequilibrium over the seawardhalf of the
fiat. If valuesare chosenappropriateto the southwestcoastof Korea (M2 fide, L = 5

lan)thenUT0= 35 cms-1,whichis largeenough
to mobilizesediment.
If thewater
flows at an angle to the shore,UT0 is potentially higher. For x/L > 1/2, however,
there is a dramatic decreasein UT as x/L approaches1. Thus accordingto the
morphodynamicmodel appliedin this study,a linearly slopingfiat with a stressfield
dominated by tidal currents alone is not at equilibrium for x/L > 1/2. Greater
deposition(or lesserosion)shouldoccuron the landwardhalf of the fiat until UT and
XT becomenearly uniform acrossthe entire
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Figure 4. Maximum tidal velocity as a functionof distanceacrossa flat which slopeslinearly
away from a straightshoreline.

StraightShoreline,EquilibriumProfile
A tidal flat profile is now derivedwhich resultsin a uniform distributionof U T across
the entire flat. Figure 5 displaysa profile which is linear for x < L* and non-linear
for x > L*.

L* is defined such that Z = 0 at x = L*.

The elevation of the lower tidal

flat profile is given by
Z-(x)

= a(x/L*-l)

for

x_<L*,

(11)

where L* is also the length of the lower profile. From the linear profile case (see
above) it follows that for x < L*, UT = L'to at mid-tide and, therefore,UT is at least
as large as L'to. Also from the precedingsection,it seemsreasonableto assume
that for x > L*, UT occursat the tidal front. The next step is therefore to determine
what Z is required to give
dxf

= L*•O

for

x>L*.

(12)

dt

Following a particle at the tidal front:

dxf
dq

dxf dt
dt

(13)

dq

wheredt/dqis foundfromt = •-1 arcsin(q/a). Utilizing(12) andintegrating(13)
then yields

xf - L* -- L* arcsinq/a.

(14)

At the tidal front, x = xf, h = 0, and, from (5), z = q. Eliminating q and xf in (14)
and solvingfor Z then
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UT-- dxr

ri(t) - a sincot

dt

=a

Z+
z--O

.....

x=O

x=L*

x=L
X=Xf

Figure5. Schematicside view of an equilibriumflat along a straightshorelinewhich is
dominatedby tidal currents. Z _ is the elevationof the lower profile, Z+ is the elevationof the
upper profile, L* is the x locationof Z = O.

Z+ (x) = a sin (x/L*-

1) for x > L* .

(15)

Since Z+ = a at x = L, from (15) it is clear that for an equilibriumflat along a
straight shoreline,

L*/L = (re/2+ 1)-1 .

(16)

The equilibrium profile given by (11) and (15) is illustratedin Figure 6a by the
curvelabeled"straightshoreline".Figure6a indicatesthatthe equilibriumprofilefor
a current-dominatedflat along a straight shorelineis convex relative to the linear
profile. In Figure 6b, the curve labeled "straight shoreline" displays the
corresponding
hypsometry,which is identicalto the profile for the straightshoreline
case.

Thus the results of this section indicate that tidal currents favor a convex

hypsometryat equilibrium (at least along a straightshoreline),consistentwith the
general observationaltrendspresentedearlier.

Finally, (16) can be usedto constrainthe equilibriumlength of a tidal flat in the
absenceof wind waves if there exists some characteristicmagnitude of UT at

equilibrium.If UT = Ueq
, whereUeq is some(externallyfixed) velocity at
equilibrium,then (16), alongwith the relationUT = L'co, yields

L = (re/2+ 1) Ueq/(.O
.

(17)

If Ueq
= 30cms-1 during
anM2 tide,then(17)gives
L = 5.5km,where
L is the
length of the fiat in the direction of maximum tidal velocity. Thus it is only
necessaryfor the componentof the flat perpendicularto the bathymetriccontoursto
be of length L cos 0, where 0 is the angle between the velocity and the shoreline.
Also, intertidalfiats may not extendall the way to high water, but rather may
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salt marsh. If a flat along a straightshorelineextendsfrom low water to mean water,

for example,
it needonlyhavea lengthL* = Ueq/• parallelto thevelocitydirection.

If Ueq
= 30cms-1,0 = 45ø,andtheflatin question
liesbelow
meanwater,
thenthe
shore-normal
componentof the flat needonly extend1.5 kin.
If a tidal flat abuts salt marsh, then its equilibriumhypsometrywill be altered along
with its horizontal extent. Intertidal marsh is generally concentratedin the upper
portion of the intertidal zone with its lower extent limited by the frequency of
submergence
(Redfield, 1972; Frey and Basan, 1985). Since the convexportion of
the "straightshoreline"hypsometryin Figure 6 is also limited to the upperpart of the
tidal range,overall tidal flat convexitywill be reducedby the presenceof salt marsh.

(a)1

,•

0.6

• 0.2 y•'••/•/• (for
reference)
•.2

•.6

•'

•//

1/2
1/4

-1

(b)
10 0204
x•06 //1
0.6

0.2

-0.2

-0.6

-1

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

A/AL

Figure 6. Equilibriumflats dominatedby tidal currents.(a) profiles and (b) hypsometries.
bL/b0 is the flat width (parallel to the shoreline)at x = L divided by its width at x = O.
bL/b0 > 1 for an embayedshoreline,bL/b0 = 1 for a s•xaightshoreline,and bL/b0 < 1 for a
lobate
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CurvedShoreline,EquilibriumFlat
The effect of shorelinecurvatureon equilibriumprofilesand hypsometriesdominated
by •:T is now considered. Figure 7 providesplan views of "lobate"and "embayed"
shorelineswith tidal flats extendingfrom x = 0 to x = L. A lobate shorelinehas a
shore-parallelwidth at x = L which is lessthan its width at x = 0, giving bL/b0 < 1.
An embayedshorelinehasbL/b0 > 1, anda straightshorelinehasbL/b0 = 1.

For a curvedshorelinewhich is radially symmetric,continuityis easily evaluatedin
polar coordinates:

dn
dt +•-•

rh(r,t)uT(r,0
=0'

(18)

In this section tidal flow is assumed everywhere to be perpendicular to the
bathymetry. Equation(18) integratesto
rf 2- r2 dq

uT(r't)
= 2rh(r,t)
dt'

(19)

where rf is the positionof the tidal front. Keepingin mind that b is proportionalto r
(see Figure 7), (19) may be re-expressedas

dn
uT(r,O
= •1(b(rf)
/b(r)
+1) rf-r
h(r,O
dt

(20)

Transformingback to the x-coordinate,r = ro +-x, rf = ro -+xf, and uT(r,t) = -+UT(X,t),
where ro = r(x=0), and the +_corresponds
to a shorelinethat is embayed(+) or lobate
(-). Then (20) becomes
xf-x

dn

uT(x,t)
= B(xf,x)
h(x,t)
dt'

(21)

B(xf,x)
= • (xf)/b(x)
+1),

(22)

b(x)/bo = 1 + (bL/bo- 1)x/L.

(23)

where

and

Equations (21) - (23) are valid for any radially symmetricfiat, regardlessof the
preciseform of the profile.
If shorelinecurvatureis negligible (i.e., bL/bo = 1), then b(xf) = b(x), B = 1, and
(20) is identicalto (4). If the shorelineis lobate(bL/bo < 1), then b(x) > b(xf) > 0,
and B is bounded by 1/2 < B < 1. If the shoreline is embayed (bL/bo >
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Figure 7. Schematicplan view of a lobateand an embayedshoreline. The contours0 - 4 are
arbitraryheightsbetweenlow and high water.

then 0 < b(x) < b(xf), and B is boundedby 1 < B < oo. Thus B is less sensitiveto
lobate shorelinesand more sensitiveto embayed shorelines.
The derivation of equilibrium tidal fiat profiles along curved shorelines in the
absenceof wind waves closely follows that used for straightshorelines. By analogy
to previous section,different relations are assumedto govern the equilibrium profile
for x < L* and x > L*. Also, as before it is assumed that UT = L't0 occurs
simultaneouslyacrossall of x < L* when xf = L*. However, •i is not assumedto be
equal to zero when xf = L*. Rather,•1 = z* when xf = L*, where z* may be lessthan
or greaterthan zero, dependingon the natureof the shorelinecurvature. For x > L*,
it is againassumedthat UT OCCurS
at the tidal front, i.e., dxf/dt = L't0.
In order to determine z*, (21) is evaluated at x = 0 when xf - L*.
circumstances, (21) becomes

L* dnd(z*)
UT = L*ta= B(L*,0)
z*+a
t '

Under these

(24)

Usingtheexpression
dq/dt= at0 (1 - q2/a2)1/2,
andsolving
forz*/a thengives:
z*/a =

B(L*,0)
2- 1
.
B(L*,0)
2+

(25)
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If the shoreline is lobate, then B < 1, and z* is negative. If the shoreline is
embayed,then B > 1, and z* is positive. Finally, if the shorelineis straight,B = 1,
and z* = 0.

The form of the tidal profile for x < L* is found by solvingfor Z_(x) in (21) with
h = q - Z_, UT = L'co, xf = L*, and q = z*. Then (21) becomes
1/2

Z_(x)/a = z*/a-

B(L*,x) (1-x/L*)

for x < L*.

(26)

If the shorelineis straight,then B = 1, z* = 0, and (26) is identicalto (11).

For x > L*, it is assumedthat U T occursat the tidal front, i.e., U T = L'co = dxf/dt.
Proceedingas in previoussection,integrationof dxf/dq = dxf/dt dt/dq, followed by
setting xf = x and q = Z+ yields

Z+(x)/a= sin{ (x/L*- 1)+ arcsin
z*/a} forx > L*.

(27)

If z* = 0, (27) becomesequivalentto (15). SinceZ+ = a at x = L, (27) can be used
to derive L* relative

to L:

L*/L = (•/2 + 1 - arcsinz*/a )-1

(28)

If z* = 0, (28) reverts to (16).

Profiles given by (26) - (27) indicate that an embayed shoreline (bL/bo > 1)
significantly enhances the convexity of the equilibrium tidal profile, whereas a
lobate shoreline (bL/bo < 1) only slightly decreasesthe convexity of the profile
(Figure 6a). This behavioris consistentwith the functionB, given by (22), which is
also more sensitive to embayed shorelines.

Finally the profiles of Figure 6a are re-expressedas hypsometries,which are not
equivalentto Z(x) if the shorelineis curved. Hypsometriesare plots of elevation

versus
cumulative
basinarea,A, whereA(x)= • b(x')dx'. Integration
of (23)yields:

A(x) 2x/L
+Co
L/b
o- 1)(x/L)
2
A(L)

(29)

1 + bL/bo

If the shorelineis straight,then bL/bo = 1, and (29) reducesto A(x)/A(L) = x/L.
Equilibrium hypsometriesfor embayed shorelinesare much more convex than the
corresponding
profiles (Figure 6b). Likewise, hypsometriesfor lobate shorelinesare
much lessconvexthan the corresponding
profiles so much so that the equilibrium
hypsometryfor a current-dominated
flat with bL/bo = 1/4 is primarily concave. The
enhanced variation of hypsometriesrelative to profiles stems from the nonlinear
hypsometricfunctiongivenby
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The derivation for wave-dominated conditions parallels that described by
Zimmerman (1973), who also examined the distribution of maximum bottom shear
stressdue to shoalingwaves. The approachhere differs in that Zimmermandid not

apply the shallowwater approximationnor did he considerwaves shoalingacrossa
linear profile.

The governingequationapplied to wind waves in the absenceof tidal currentsis
conservationof energy for monochromatic,remotely forced, forward propagating,
shallow

water surface waves:

d

• (E(x)Cg
(x))=-D(x),

(30)

whereE is waveenergy,Cg= (gh)1/2 is thewavegroupvelocity,
g is the
accelerationof gravity, and D is dissipationby bottomfriction. In this sectionwind
wavespropagateperpendicularto the shorelinewith no refractionacrossthe flat. In
evaluating(30) neither breakingwavesnor wave energyreflectedfrom the shoreline
are considered. Thus this approachis inappropriatefor energetic, steep beaches.
However for gently sloping, highly dissipativetidal flats, the approachshould be
adequatefor gaining useful physical insight. It is also assumedthat the largest
waves are most likely to occur aroundthe time of high water. This is a reasonable
assumptionin enclosedintertidalbasinsbecausefetch will be smallernear low tide.
It is also a reasonableassumptionfor open coastsif the intertidal slope continues
some distance offshore. Then offshore dissipationwill be greater at lower tide
levels, reducingthe height of waves impinging on the flats.
Wave energyin (30) is given by

E(x)= 1/8pgH(x)2 ,

(31)

wherep is the fluid density,andH is the waveheight. Frictionaldissipation
in (30)
is given by

D(x)
=•ww

0CdUw
luwluwat,

(32)

where Tw is the wave period,uw is instantaneous
wave velocity,and the quantityin
bracketsis instantaneous
wave-generatedbottom shearstress. If
uw(x,t) = Uw(x) sin (2• t/Tw),
then substitutionof (33) into (32) followed by integrationgives
4

D(x)
=•-•0cc•
Uw
3.

(33)
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Theaboverelations
forE(x)andD(x),alongwiththerelation
Cg= (gh)
1/2,are
substitutedinto (30), and (2) is used to eliminate H(x).
ordinarydifferential equationfor Uw:

1

d

3

dh

The result is a non-linear

4Cd

Uw
2dx
Uw
+4hU
wdx= 3ngl/2h3/2
'

(35)

Equation
(35)canberewritten
asa linearO.D.EforUW-1'
d

3 dh

4Cd

dx
UW-1
4hdx
UW-1
=3ngl/2
h3/2
'

(36)

Theboundary
condition
on (36) is Uw-1 = UW0-1 at x = 0, whichmaydetermined
from H(x=0) via (2). Assumingh(x) is known, then (36) can be solvedcompletely
for Uw.

StraightShoreline,LinearProfile
Figure8 displaysa linearly slopingtidal flat of lengthL, whereL is the shore-normal
distancefrom the low to high waterline. The depthof the tidal flat profile is:
h(x) = (L-x)

h0/L,

(37)

where h0 is the high-waterdepthat x = 0 and alsois equalto the tidal range.
Substituting(37) into (36) yields
d

3

(L-x)•xx
UW-1
+• UW-1
=C1
(L-x)-1/2

(38)

with

4Cd
L3/2

C1
=3ngl/2
h03/2'

(39)

Fromtherighthandsideof (38),theparticular
solution
forUw-1will havetheform

{Uw-1}part
= C2(L- x)-1/2.

(40)

Substituting(40) into (38) yields C2 = 4/5 C1. The homogeneous
portionof (38)
integratesto:

{ UW-1}homo
= C3(L- X)TM.
Finally,
theboundary
condition
atx = 0 givesC3= UWo
-1L-3/4- C2L

(41)
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x=0
Figure8.

x=L

Schematicside view of a linearly slopingflat along a straightshorelinewhich is

dominated
bywindwaves.H0is offshore
waveheight,
Cg is wavevelocity,
h is localdepthat
high water, h0 is high water depthat x = 0 and alsoequalsthe tidal range.
2.5

2

1.5

Uw
1

0.5

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

x/L

Figure 9. Maximum wave orbital velocity as a function of non-dimensionaloffshore wave
height, lq 0, and of distanceacrossa flat which slopeslinearly away from a straightshoreline.

Combiningthe above equationsyields:

UW(X)/Uw0
= { rio (1- x/L)-1/2+ (1- rio)(1- x/L)TM
}-1 ,

(42)

wherethenon-dimensional
forcingwaveheight,H o is givenby

--

=

16

L Uw0
8
LH0
-=
CO 2

Hø1•--•
cah0(gh0)1/2
15
•r h0

(43)

No valueof H o for a linearlyslopingtidalflat resultsin a uniformdistribution
of Uw
across the flat (Figure 9). Thus, according to the morphodynamicmodel applied
here, a linearly sloping flat dominatedby wind waves cannotbe at
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StraightShoreline,EquilibriumProfile
A tidal fiat profile is now derived which resultsin a uniform distributionof Uw
acrossthe entire fiat. A similar solutionwas found previouslyby Bruun (1954) who
assumedenergydissipationto be uniform acrossan equilibriumshoreface. However
Bruun ignoredthe effect of shorelinecurvature(seebelow).
Deriving an equilibrium profile with Uw = UWo everywhereis simpler than solving
for Uw(x). If Uw is constant, the first term in (35) is zero, and (35) may be
rewritten

as

16cdUw0
g-1/2
h1/2
dh=-•--•
(L-x).

(44)

Equation(44) integratesto

h(x)/h0= (1 - x/L)2/3,

(45)

where

8

-1/2

.
)2/3

h0= •c aUw0g L

(46)

Equation(46) can be crudelycheckedby comparisonto the Korean values. If (46)

is solvedforUWo, thenCd= 0.01,L = 5 kin, andho= 6 m giveUWo = 1.1ms-1,
which is a value that is certainly capableof mobilizing sediment. Using (2), this
velocity is equivalentto a forcing wave height of Ho = 1.7 m, which seemslike a
reasonablevalue for typical wave dominatedconditions.

The equilibrium profile given by (45) is illustrated in Figure 10a by the curve
labeled bL/bo = 1. Figure 10a indicates that the equilibrium profile for a wavedominatedflat along a straightshorelineis concaverelative to the linear profile. In
Figure 10b, the curve labeled bL/bo = 1 displays the correspondinghypsometry,
which is identicalto the profile for the straightshorelinecase. Thus (45) indicates
wind-waves favor a concavehypsometryat equilibrium (at least along a straight
shoreline), which is consistentwith the observationssummarizedin the Introduction.

Finally, (46) can be used to derive the equilibrium length for a flat under wavedominatedconditions. If Ho, ho and Cd are consideredto be characteristicvalues,
independentof the extent of the tidal flat, then (46) and (2) can be combinedand
solved for L:
2

L =

3• ho

4% Ho

.

(47)

Equation(47) seemsqualitativelysensiblein that it indicatesthat equilibriumtidal
fiat width decreaseswith increasingwave height, Ho, and increasesdramatically
with increasingtidal range,ho. Equation(47) suggeststhat the positionof the
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Figure10. Equilibriumflatsdominated
by wind waves.(a) profilesand (b) hypsometries.
bL/b0> I for an embayedshoreline,bL/b0 = I for a straightshoreline,andbL/b0 < I for a
lobate shoreline.

tide line should oscillate with seasonalvariations in forcing wave height. This

predictedoscillationis qualitativelyconsistent
with the observations
of Wells and
Park (1992 ).

Equation(47) may also help explainthe associations
of small tidal rangeswith
concavehypsometry
andof largetidalrangeswith convexhypsometry
illustratedin
Figure2a (Dieckmannet al., 1987). If waveheightis moderateandtidal rangeis
small,(47) indicatesthatL will alsobe small. Before,UT was foundto be directly
proportional
to L. Thusif L is small,UT will be smallalso. Undertheseconditions,
Uw andxw will dominate
UT andXT, andthe equilibrium
profilewill be concave.If
tidal rangeis large and wavesare moderate,then (47) indicatesL will be much
larger(sinceL is geometrically
dependent
onh0). SinceUT is proportional
to L, UT
will alsobe muchlarger. Uw andxw may no longerdominateUT andXT, at least
underfair weatherconditions,and the equilibriumprofile may be more
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CurvedShoreline,EquilibriumProfile
The effectof shorelinecurvatureon equilibriumprofilesandhypsometries
dominated
by Xw is now considered.For a curvedshorelinewhich is radially symmetric(see
Figure7), conservation
of energyis easilyevaluatedin polarcoordinates:

1d{rE(r)Cg(r)}=-D(r)

r dr

'

(48)

It is assumed
thatrefractionhasalreadycausedthe wind wavesto propagate
nearly
perpendicular
to the bathymetriccontoursby the time the wavesreachthe edgeof
the flat at r0 = r(x=0).

Evaluationof (48) is straightforward
if Uw = UW0 acrossthe entireprofile. Using

(2),(31),(34)andtherelation
Cg= (gh)
1/2,(48)integrates
to
= 3:
r L2
- r2
rh3/2
4 cdUw0gq/21
I,
where rL = r(x=L).
expressedas

(49)

Since b is proportionalto r (see Figure 7), (49) may be re-

8Cd
Uw0

h(r)
3/2
=• (b(rL)/b(r)
+ 3ngl/2
[r-rL[
'

(5O)

Transformingback to the x-coordinate,(50) becomes

h(x)/h0
= { B(L,x)/B(L,0)
} 2/3(1- x/L)2/3

(51)

where

,
)2/3

g-l/2
h0 = B(L,O)
•8 CdUW0
L

(52)

and

B(L,x)
=•1(bL/b(x)
+1)
.

(53)

B(L,x) is analogousto B(xf,x) in equation(22), and b(x) aboveis identicalto (23).
If shorelinecurvatureis negligible(i.e., bL/b0= 1), thenbL = b(x), B = 1, and (51) (52) becomeidenticalto (45) - (46).

Profiles given by (51) indicatethat a lobate shoreline(bL/b0 < 1) only slightly
increasesthe concavityof the profile, whereasan embayedshoreline(bL/b0 > 1)
greatly decreasesthe concavityof the profile
so much so that the equilibrium
profile for a flat with bL/b0 = 4 is primarily convex (Figure 10a). The greater
sensitivityof the profile to embayedshorelinesis similar to that under tidal
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(seeFigure 6a) which follows from a dependence
of the equilibriumprofile on the
function B, which is also more sensitiveto embayed shorelines.

Finally,the profilesof Figure10a canbe m-expressed
as hypsometries
(Figure10b).
Equilibriumhypsometries
for lobateshorelines(bL/b0 < 1) are significantlymore
concavethan the corresponding
profiles, and hypsometriesfor erahayedshorelines
COL/b0
> 1) are significantly
lessconcave.In fact,thehypsometries
for bL/b0 > 2 are
primarilyconvex. The rangeof hypsometries
in Figure10b are qualitativelysimilar
to the hypsometries
observed
by Kirby (1992) withinthe SevernEstuary(seeFigure
2). Kirby includeda locationmap, reproducedin Figure 11, which outlinesthe
shorelinealong the Severn. The shorelineat Cardiff Bay (which has a convex
hypsometry)is stronglyerahayed,whereasthe shorelineat Clevedon(which has a
concavehypsometry)is straightto slightlylobate. Thusit is possiblethat shoreline
shapehascontributed
to the hypsometric
trendsreportedby Kirby.

Figure 11. Locationmap showingflats along the Severnfor which Kirby performed
hypsometric
analysis,
modifiedfromKirby(1992). CardiffBay and Clevedon(underlined)
havestronglyconvexandstronglyconcavehypsometries,
respectively
(seeFigure
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Conclusions
Recent observationsof tidal fiat hypsometry have correlated convexity with large
tide ranges, long-term accretionand/or low wave activity. Concavity, in turn, has
been correlatedwith small tide ranges,long-termerosionand/or high wave activity.
This study demonstratesthat much of this empirically observedvariation in tidal flat
hypsometryis consistentwith a simple morphodynamicmodel which assumestidal
flats to be at equilibrium if maximum shearstressis uniform in space. Assuminga
constant drag coefficient, this condition is equivalent to a uniform distribution of
maximum velocity.
In the absence of wind waves, maximum shear stress is a function of maximum tidal

velocity, UT. Assuming the intertidal excursion to be much shorter than the tidal
wave length, continuity may be solved kinematically to determineUT as a function
of distance acrossthe flat. For a flat which slopes linearly away from a straight
shoreline, results show that UT is constant across the seaward half of the flat.
Therefore the lower portion of a linearly sloping flat is potentially at morphologic
equilibrium. Across the landward half, however, a dramatic decrease in UT is
predicted, indicating disequilibrium.
For a straight wavelessshoreline,the equilibrium profile has a linear slope over the
seawardportionof the flat, and UT occursat mid-tide. Acrossthe landwardportion
of the flat, UT is assumedto occurat the tidal front. The equilibriumvalue for UT is
then proportionalto the lengthof the tidal flat but is independentof tidal range. The
resulting equilibrium profile is convex overall and demonstratesthat tidal currents
favor a convex hypsometryalong a straightshoreline.
For a curved waveless shoreline,the equilibrium flat is derived in a similar manner.
Results indicate that an embayed shoreline significantly enhancesthe convexity of
the equilibrium profile, whereas a lobate shoreline only slightly decreasesthe
convexity. The nonlinear transformation from profiles to hypsometries,however,
causesthe hypsometryof embayedand lobate shorelinesto be much more or much
less convex than the correspondingprofiles -- so much so that the effect of shoreline
curvature on equilibrium hypsometry is potentially as strong as the effect of
domination by tidal currents.

In the presenceof wind waves, shear stress is often dominated by the maximum
wave orbital velocity, Uw. Assumingdissipativeshallow water waves impingingat
high water, conservationof energy is utilized to determine Uw as a function of
distanceacrossthe flat. For a flat sloping linearly away from a straight shoreline,
the solution may be expressedin terms of a single dimensionlessforcing wave
height, H o. No value of H 0 resultsin a uniform distributionof Uw, thusno part of a
linearly sloping, wave-dominatedflat is at equilibrium.

The equilibriumflat along a straight,wave-dominatedshorelineis derivedby setting

Uw constant
in thepreviously
derived
governing
equation
for Uw-1. Theresulting
equilibrium
profilehasdepthincreasing
as x2/3,indicating
windwavesfavor
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concavehypsometry. Under dominationby waves, the equilibrium profile length, L,

is proportional
to h02/H0,whereh0 is the tidalrangeandH0 is the forcingwave
height. This expressionsuggestsL should increasedramatically with tidal range.
SinceUT ~ L, the relative importanceof tidal currentsshouldalso increasestrongly
with tidal range, favoring a transition from concave to convex hypsometry with
increasingtidal range.

An equilibriumflat along a curved,wave-dominatedshorelineis derived in a similar
manner. Like the no-wave case, results indicate that an embayed shoreline
significantly decreasesthe concavity of the profile
potentially to the point of
convexity
whereas a lobate shoreline only slightly increasesconcavity. Again,
the nonlinear transformationfrom profiles to hypsometriescausesthe hypsometriesto
be much more or much less concavethan the profiles.
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Appendix- List of Symbols
a

tidal amplitude

A

cumulative

AL

Aatx=L

Am

maximum value of A

horizontal

basin area

b

width of flat parallel to shoreline

bo

batx=O

bL

batx=L

B

B(Xl,X2) = (b(Xl)/b(x2) + 1)/2

Cd

drag coefficient

C1,2,3 constants

Cg

windwavegroupvelocity

D

energy dissipationby bottom friction

E

wave energy density

g

accelerationof gravity

h

still water depth or local elevation

ho

hatx=0

hm

maximum value of h

H

wave height

Ho

Friedrichs and Aubrey
^

Ho

non-dimensionalH0

L

shore-normallength of tidal flat

L*

shore-normallength of lower profile

ro

ratx=O

rf

ratx=xf

rL

ratx=L

shore-normalco-ordinatefor radially symmetricflat

time

Tw

wave period
velocity

Ueq

equilibrium velocity
depth-averagedtidal velocity

UW

wave orbital velocity

u

maximum depth-averagedvelocity

u•

maximum depth-averagedtidal velocity

UTo

tYr atx = 0

Uw

maximum wave orbital velocity

UWo

Uw atx =0

x

shore-normal

xf

positionof tidal front

z

vertical

z*

elevationof transitionfrom lower to upperprofile

z

profile elevation

co-ordinate

co-ordinate

upper profile elevation
z_

lower profile elevation
tidal elevation

o

angle betweenvelocity and shoreline

p

fluid density

•T

maximum

bottom

shear stress

maximum

tidal bottom

shear stress

maximum wave-generatedbottom shearstress
tidal frequency

